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Complex Project (Areal) Historical Resources Act Compliance 

PURPOSE: To define the Historical Resources Act (HRA) regulatory approval process for 
areal (non-linear) developments that are considered to be Complex Projects. 

SCOPE: Development proponents with Complex Projects in Alberta. 

DEFINITION:1 

For the purposes of historic resources management under the HRA, developments are 
considered to be either Routine Projects or Complex Projects. Complex Projects are defined 
on the basis of possessing two or more of the following characteristics: 

 composed of multiple different Development Components; 

 completed over a number of phases; 

 developed over multiple years or decades; 

 subject to review under a provincial or federal environmental assessment process.2 

Where projects do not possess these characteristics, they are considered to be Routine 
Projects. Routine Projects must follow the standard regulatory approval process, which 
generally involves the submission of a Historic Resources (HR) Application that leads to the 
definition of HRA requirements or approvals for an individual project or development activity. 

All projects identified as Complex Projects must be reviewed by Alberta Culture, 
Multiculturalism and Status of Women (CMSW) in accordance with the process outlined below. 

PROCESS: 

The management process outlined in this Bulletin applies to areal (non-linear) Complex 
Projects only.3 This includes oil sands and mining operations, composed of Development 
Components whose activities result in large-scale surface and subsurface impacts (e.g., mine 
pits, pipelines, processing facilities, transportation and utility corridors, etc.).  

                                                
1 See Appendix A – Glossary of Terms for more detailed explanations of the terms used in this bulletin. 

2 This may include, but is not limited to, reviews required under Canada’s Impact Assessment Act (IAA) or Alberta’s 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (EPEA). 

3 Large-scale linear projects, such as Class 1 or equivalent pipelines and high voltage transmission lines or forest harvest 

operations, have unique characteristics that require specialized regulatory processes; these types of projects are not 
addressed in this Bulletin. 

http://www.culture.alberta.ca/
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The purpose of the Complex Project management process is to track the management of 
historic resources throughout a project’s lifetime, from project inception to construction, 
operation, reclamation and abandonment. This resource management process is supported by 
project-specific management tools, including Archaeological Sensitivity Models and Historic 
Resources Notification Areas, which help identify potential constraints to development and 
support consistent, well-informed planning and decision-making. 

For projects initiated as of January 1, 2021, the Complex Project Management process 
is mandatory. Proponents with established projects that were already in construction or 
operation prior to that date must contact Martina Purdon (Manager, Regulatory Approvals and 
Information Management (martina.purdon@gov.ab.ca) to determine if the Complex Project 
Management approach will be applied to those projects. Considerations will include the 
inventory of previously disturbed lands and a consideration of the relative potential for 
significant and undisturbed historic resources within the project lands.  

The Complex Project management process applies to all phases of a development project, 
including:  (1) Project Initiation; (2) Pre-Construction and Construction; and, (3) Operations and 
Reclamation. These stages of project development are described in the sections below. 

(1) Project Initiation: Archaeological Sensitivity Model and Statement of Justification 

To initiate CMSW review of a Complex Project, a proponent is required to submit an 
Archaeological Sensitivity Model4 for the project’s proposed Developable Area. The area for 
which the Model is defined should be selected by the proponent to reflect the management 
and planning needs of the project. The project initiation work flow is illustrated in Figure 1. 

The Archaeological Sensitivity Model must be developed by a qualified archaeological 
consultant5 on behalf of the proponent, and must integrate existing environmental, geological, 
topographic and archaeological resources information into a model that supports the 
interpretation of the archaeological potential of a landscape. The model must define the 
landscape of the proposed project area in terms of areas of “high,” “moderate” and “low” 
archaeological potential. At a minimum, the Archaeological Sensitivity Model must include the 
project’s Developable Area, although models may also include surrounding buffer zones 
(clearly identified as buffers) to provide greater contextual information, if it is required for 
meaningful planning. 

Creation of an Archaeological Sensitivity Model is initiated through a desktop assessment, 
which results in the definition of a preliminary model and a determination of whether there is 
sufficient extant information to classify all lands within the project’s Developable Areas as 
having “high,” “moderate” or “low” archaeological resource potential. Where existing 
information is sufficient, the Archaeological Sensitivity Model may be completed entirely as a 
desktop exercise. Where sufficient information is lacking, proponents may need to engage the 
services of a qualified archaeological consultant to conduct a Historic Resources Baseline 

                                                
4 Technical requirements for an Archaeological Sensitivity Model are provided in Appendix B. 

5  A list of qualified Alberta historic resource consultants is available here: https://www.alberta.ca/historic-resource-impact-
assessment.aspx. 

 

mailto:martina.purdon@gov.ab.ca
https://www.alberta.ca/historic-resource-impact-assessment.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/historic-resource-impact-assessment.aspx
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Assessment fieldwork to fill knowledge gaps.6 Results of the field program(s) would then be 
used to finalize a project’s Archaeological Sensitivity Model so that it provides the most 
accurate interpretation of “high,” “moderate” and “low” potential lands within the Developable 
Area. 

When finalized, a project’s Archaeological Sensitivity Model must be submitted to CMSW for 
review.7 The application must be accompanied by a Statement of Justification8 that outlines the 
rationale underlying the definition of “high,” “moderate” and “low” potential and provides 
illustrative materials and shapefiles depicting the areas of potential. Where applicable, the 
Statement of Justification must also include information about palaeontological sites, historic 
standing structures and Indigenous traditional use sites and site potential in the project’s 
Developable Area. This will help establish an understanding of the full suite of historic 
resources that may be encountered during a project’s development. 

The Archaeological Sensitivity Model and Statement of Justification will constitute some of the 
information used by CMSW to create the initial version of a project’s Historic Resources 
Notification Area planning tool, which will be provided to the proponent as ESRI shapefiles, 
maps and a written status update of known historic resources requirements in the project area. 

The Historic Resources Notification Area shapefiles and maps must be used by proponents as 
a planning tool throughout the life of a Complex Project. They will be used to:  (1) identify 
potential constraints to development, (2) understand which lands in the Developable Area have 
the highest likelihood of requiring future Historic Resources Impact Assessment (HRIA) 
studies, and (3) anticipate which project components will trigger regulatory review. 

Use of the Historic Resources Notification Area will trigger one of two outcomes: 

 where a proposed Development Component falls entirely or partially within a Historic 
Resources Notification Area, HRA approval must be obtained in advance of 
development activities. 

 where a proposed Development Component lies entirely outside the Historic Resources 
Notification Area, there is no requirement to apply for HRA approval and development 
activities may proceed as planned. 

  

                                                
6  See the Archaeological Survey Information Bulletin: Archaeological Resources Baseline Assessment for guidelines about 

the completion of Archaeological Resources Baseline Assessment field programs. 

7  All submissions to CMSW referred to in this bulletin are made by submitting the required information in a Historic Resources 
(HR) Application through the Online Permitting and Clearance (OPaC) system (www.opac.alberta.ca). Information about the 
OPaC system can be found at https://www.alberta.ca/online-permitting-clearance.aspx  

8  See the Archaeological Survey Information Bulletin: Historic Resources Statements of Justification for guidelines about the 
completion of Statements of Justification. 

http://www.opac.alberta.ca/
https://www.alberta.ca/online-permitting-clearance.aspx
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The use of a Historic Resources Notification Area as a planning tool to guide ongoing historic 
resource management is subject to a number of conditions:  

 Historic Resources Notification Areas are project-specific and not intended for use in 
addressing HRA requirements for any development footprint that is not considered a 
Development Component of the overall project; 

 Historic Resources Notification Areas are defined based on the best available scientific 
evidence and will be reviewed annually by CMSW and modified, if warranted, based on 
new information. It is expected that the initial Historic Resources Notification Area may 
be relatively extensive, depending on the level of data available at the outset. The area 
is likely to be reduced in size through time, as additional information becomes available; 

 Historic Resources Notification Areas represent the regulatory trigger for all Complex 
Projects. Where there is a disagreement between the requirements of a Historic 
Resources Notification Area and other HRA compliance requirements (including, but not 
limited to, Historic Resources Value (HRV) triggers in the Listing of Historic Resources 
or other industry-specific bulletins), the requirements of the Historic Resources 
Notification Area will prevail; 

 If a Developable Area boundary is revised after the creation of a project’s Historic 
Resources Notification Area, a new Notification Area is required to accommodate the 
altered boundary. This will be facilitated through the submission of the revised boundary 
to CMSW in an HR Application; and, 

 All development activities are subject to Section 31 of the HRA.9 The chance discovery 
of historic resources anywhere in a project’s lease must be reported to CMSW 
immediately to determine further actions. 

(2a) Pre-Construction & Construction: Project Requirements 

Once a Complex Project’s Development Footprint has been defined, and if the footprint 
polygon lies entirely or partly within the Historic Resources Notification Area, project details 
must be submitted to CMSW for review to determine HRA requirements. The entire 
Development Footprint must be submitted for review, not just a version that has been clipped 
to the notification area boundary. The submission may be rejected if the Development 
Footprint is found to represent a preliminary footprint design that is not supported by detailed 
development plans or legal survey drawings. HR Application submissions of Development 
Footprints must include the following: 

 project description, including details about the proposed Development Components, 
and the anticipated nature, area and depth of proposed impacts of the project phases 
(or the phases for which HRA requirements are being requested); 

                                                
9  Section 31 of the HRA states that “…a person who discovers an historic resource in the course of making an excavation for 

a purpose other than for the purpose of seeking historic resources shall forthwith notify the Minister of the discovery…” 
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 project timelines, identifying the actual or estimated dates for all development activities 
included in the Application; 

 Alberta Energy Regulator and/or environmental assessment or consultation reference 
numbers from other regulatory agencies, as well as a copy of the project’s 
environmental assessment requirement letter (if applicable), including information about 
the regulatory timeline for review and approval of the environmental assessment by 
other agencies; and, 

 plans, maps and shapefiles of the Development Footprint. 

Based on a review of this information, the project’s HRA requirements, if any, will be defined 
and will be communicated to the proponent in a response to the HR application.10 The pre-
construction work flow is illustrated in Figure 2. 

(2b) Pre-Construction & Construction: Historic Resources Impact Assessment (HRIA) 

HRA requirements to complete an HRIA for a development activity are based on an evaluation 
of a landscape’s historic resources potential and the likelihood that sites of high interpretive 
potential will be impacted by proposed development activities. Where perceived conflicts exist 
between anticipated development impacts and historic resources, an HRIA will be required. 

In Alberta, HRIA studies for archaeological and palaeontological resources must be conducted 
by qualified specialists under approved investigation permits. These permits are subject to the 
conditions of Section 30 of the HRA, the Archaeological and Palaeontological Research Permit 
Regulation (Alberta Regulation 254/200), all CMSW Survey Notes and Bulletins, and 
conditions applied to the permits by CMSW. The purpose of an HRIA is to: (1) identify the 
conflicts that may exist between historic resources sites and proposed project activities; and 
(2) undertake any historic resources investigation that may be necessary to avoid, minimize or 
mitigate anticipated impacts to historic resources.  

The results of an HRIA must be reported to CMSW as part of the HRIA permit reporting 
obligations. This submission must include an Archaeological Sensitivity Model updated with 
the results of the investigation. This material will be reviewed by CMSW, and the results of this 
review will be provided in the form of HRA requirements or approvals to the project proponent. 

If changes occur to a development after it has received HRA approval, including changes to 
Development Footprint boundaries or anticipated impacts, all project alterations must be 
submitted to CMSW for review prior to proceeding.  

Successful resolution of all HRA requirements must occur before a development activity can 
be granted approval or conditional approval to proceed. Proponents are encouraged to submit 
the proposed Development Footprint to CMSW for review as soon as possible after it is 
defined. This will assist in ensuring regulatory approvals are obtained on a schedule that 
reduces operational delays. 

                                                
10 HRA Requirements issued at this juncture will include requirements for all types of historic resources (archaeological sites, 

historic structures, palaeontological sites and Indigenous traditional use sites). 
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In addition to gaining HRA approval for the specific development activity, the reported HRIA 
results also form part of the growing body of information used to refine a project’s Historic 
Resources Notification Area, thus helping to reduce historic resource constraints to 
development through time. 

(3) Operations & Reclamation 

Typically, a multi-phased Complex Project will receive conditional HRA approval for portions of 
the Development Footprint once all requirements for specific construction phases have been 
satisfied. The conditional approval will include a written status update of HRA requirements 
and updated Historic Resources Notification Area shapefiles. These planning tools will 
continue to guide application requirements during the operations and reclamations phase of 
the project. Plans for ground-disturbing activities that occur during this phase must be 
submitted to CMSW for review only if they are located entirely or partly within the Historic 
Resources Notification Area. 

ANNUAL REPORTING 

To facilitate ongoing refinement of the Historic Resources Notification Areas and to document 
development activities that have occurred within the Developable Area, the project proponent 
is required to provide an Annual Report of all development activities. The Annual Report must 
be completed following the guidelines in CMSW’s Complex Projects Annual Reporting 
Requirements fact sheet (Appendix C). These reports provide the auditing trail that supports 
the use of Historic Resources Notification Areas as an effective management tool over the life 
of a project. CMSW’s review of the Annual Report may result in refinements to the Historic 
Resources Notification Area. If so, this will be communicated in the response to the HR 
application for the Annual Report. 

To establish an annual reporting cycle, proponents must contact Martina Purdon (Manager, 
Regulatory Approvals and Information Management) at (martina.purdon@gov.ab.ca) to define 
a schedule that will work appropriately with the project’s yearly development cycle. 

 

Approved by: Darryl Bereziuk, Director, Archaeological Survey 

Date: December 4, 2020 
  

mailto:martina.purdon@gov.ab.ca
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APPENDIX A: 

Glossary of Terms 
 
 
Archaeological Resource: "…A work of humans that (i) is primarily of value for its prehistoric, 
historic, cultural or scientific significance and (ii) is or was buried or partially buried inland in 
Alberta or submerged beneath the surface of any watercourse or permanent body of water in 
Alberta, and includes those works of humans or classes of works of humans designated by the 
regulations as archaeological resources”, as defined under Section 1(a) of the Historical 
Resources Act (R.S.A. 2000). An archaeological resource is one class of historic resources. 
 
Developable Area: The total area of land that is considered suitable for use, adaptation, 
alteration, improvement or development by project proponents in pursuit of their goals. This 
excludes all lands in environmental and/or regulatory setbacks, areas of physical constraint to 
development, protection zones or lease areas that the proponent does not intend to disturb 
during the project’s life. 
 
Development Component: Any activity or footprint that is part of, or related to, a larger overall 
development project and is required by the overall project to ensure that the project’s 
development goals are met. Examples of Development Components include the mine pits, 
wells, pipelines, access roads, utility lines, borrow sources, processing facilities, dump and 
disposal areas, tailings pits, storage areas or tank farms whose footprints and activities support 
the completion of a larger development project such as an oil sands project or a mine. 
 
Development Footprint: A subset of the Developable Area that is considered to be the full 
extent of anticipated surface and subsurface disturbance that will occur as the result of a 
planned development. Development Footprints are validated by detailed plans or legal survey 
drawings. 
 
Historic Resources Baseline Assessment: A historic resources site reconnaissance field 
program that is used to assess the overall historic resources site potential of a defined project 
area. It is conducted as an inventory and evaluation of historic resources sites that may exist 
within the area. Unlike Historic Resources Impact Assessments, Historic Resources Baseline 
Assessments are not restricted to a Development Footprint and they do not result in Historical 
Resources Act approval. They are conducted within a project’s Developable Area and are 
usually undertaken to provide preliminary planning information that can be incorporated into 
project management and Development Footprint design. All Historic Resources Baseline 
Assessments are conducted under a permit approved by CMSW, and are supported by data, 
artifact, specimen and reporting submission requirements that must be fulfilled. 
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Historic Resource: “…Any work of nature or of humans that is primarily of value for its 
palaeontological, archaeological, prehistoric, historic, cultural, natural, scientific or esthetic 
interest including, but not limited to, a palaeontological, archaeological, prehistoric, historic or 
natural site, structure or object” as defined under Section 1(e) of the Historical Resources Act 
(R.S.A. 2000). Historic resources include archaeological sites, palaeontological sites, historic 
standing structure sites and Indigenous traditional land use sites. 
 
Historic Resources Value or HRV: A rating system developed by CMSW to represent 
situations where historic resource sites require further investigation or protection. Sites or 
lands are assigned values of 1 to 5. Sites of HRV 1 rating are designated Provincial Historic 
Resources under Section 20 of the Historical Resources Act (R.S.A. 2000) and cannot be 
altered without Ministerial consent. HRV 3, HRV 4 and HRV 5 ratings represent sites or areas 
of high interpretive potential that may require scientific investigation prior to undertaking 
development or alteration. Sites identified as HRV 0 locations usually require no further historic 
resource investigation. The Listing is updated twice yearly and is publicly available at:  
https://www.alberta.ca/listing-historic-resources.aspx  
 
Historic Resources Impact Assessment or HRIA: A program of historic resources field 
investigation designed to inventory and evaluate archaeological or palaeontological sites within 
a defined development footprint. The investigation may include reassessment of previously 
recorded archaeological and/or palaeontological sites or identification and assessment of 
newly identified sites. HRIAs include visual surface inspection, inspection of natural erosional 
exposures and subsurface testing (shovel testing and/or backhoe testing). All HRIAs are 
conducted under a permit approved by CMSW, and are supported by data, artifact, specimen 
and reporting submission requirements that must be fulfilled. 
 
Indigenous Traditional Use Sites: Historic resources that are the material representation of 
First Nation and/or Métis activities on the land. These are sites that are not necessarily 
considered to be part of existing Treaty Rights under Section 35 of the Constitution Act 1867 
(Part II, Rights of the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada), but are the results of customs or 
practices important to maintaining the cultural identity of the people or ancestors of the people 
who created them. These sites may include, but are not limited to, burial grounds, ceremonial 
sites, sites related to resource gathering and historic sites of importance to one or more 
Indigenous community. The definition of Indigenous traditional use sites considered to be 
historic resources under the Historical Resources Act (R.S.A. 2000) is provided in the 
Government of Alberta’s Land and Natural Resource Management consultation policy 
guidelines with First Nation and Métis people, which are available at:  
https://www.alberta.ca/indigenous-consultations-in-alberta.aspx. The Indigenous traditional use 
sites which are part of the Complex Projects Management process are those of a historic 
resource nature that have been reported to CMSW and entered in the Listing of Historic 
Resources as sites with the rating HRV 4c (“cultural”). 
 
  

https://www.alberta.ca/listing-historic-resources.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/indigenous-consultations-in-alberta.aspx
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Online Permitting and Clearance or OPaC: Online application system (www.opac.alberta.ca) 
for submitting and processing Historic Resources Applications, applications for archaeological 
and palaeontological investigation permits and interim and final report submissions related to 
the permits. Information about the OPaC system is located at: https://www.alberta.ca/online-
permitting-clearance.aspx. 
 
Palaeontological Resource: “…Work of nature consisting of or containing evidence of extinct 
multicellular beings and includes those works of nature or classes of works of nature 
designated by the regulations as palaeontological resources,” as defined by Section 1(h) of the 
Historical Resources Act (R.S.A. 2000).  A palaeontological resource is one class of historic 
resources. 
  

http://www.opac.alberta.ca/
https://www.alberta.ca/online-permitting-clearance.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/online-permitting-clearance.aspx
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APPENDIX B: 

Archaeological Sensitivity Model Technical Requirements 

Archaeological Sensitivity Models must be created spatially and will be represented in both 
ESRI shapefiles or ESRI feature classes and PDF map format. Using topographic and 
environmental variables, and integrating them with known locations of archaeological sites, 
model builders will create a tripartite classification (“high,” “moderate,” “low”) of archaeological 
sensitivity across the landscape of a project’s Developable Area. Although the criteria, 
assumptions and methods underlying the strategy of creating an Archaeological Sensitivity 
Model may vary between model builders, model creation must minimally include the evaluation 
of the following data: 

 LiDAR-derived terrain and topographic information 

 known archaeological sites (Archaeological Sites Inventory database) 

Other data sets that may be employed include vegetation, water, slope, aspect, elevation, soils 
or any other variable that may provide clues about the location of archaeological sites. 
Weighting and ranking of these variables and how they are combined to determine “high,” 
“moderate” and “low” archaeological potential areas is left to the discretion of the model 
builder, although Archaeological Sensitivity Models submitted for CMSW review will require a 
written description of the criteria and assumptions used to create the model in the 
accompanying Statement of Justification. 

Data presentation requirements of the Archaeological Sensitivity Model are identified in the 
following table: 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY MODEL 

Data Provider: Archaeological consultant 

File Format: ESRI shapefile or ESRI feature class 

Geometry: Polygon 

Required Fields: 
HR_Poten (text field, maximum 50 characters) 
(using only the variables high, moderate or low) 

Topology: 

 must be within the project’s Developable Area or a project’s 
Developable Area plus buffer 

 polygons must be associated with only one HR_Poten variable 

 entire Developable Area must be classified; no null values for polygons 
are permitted 

Projection: Alberta 10TM Forest 11 

Datum: NAD 83 12 

                                                
11 The specific projection to be used is NAD_1983_10TM_AEP_Forest. Parameters are as follows: NAD_1983_10TM_AEP_Forest, WKID: 

3400 Authority: EPSG, Projection: Transverse_Mercator, False_Easting: 500000.0, False_Northing: 0.0, Central_Meridian: -115.0,, 
Scale_Factor: 0.9992, Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.0, Linear Unit: Meter (1.0). 

 
12 Geographic Coordinate System: GCS_North_American_1983. Parameters are as follows: Angular Unit: Degree (0.0174532925199433), 

Prime Meridian: Greenwich (0.0), Datum: D_North_American_1983, Spheroid: GRS_1980, Semimajor Axis: 6378137.0, Semiminor Axis: 
6356752.314140356 Inverse Flattening: 298.257222101. 
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APPENDIX C: 

Complex Projects Annual Reporting Requirements 

Details 

An Annual Report of development activities is required for all projects being managed through 
the Complex Project Management process. The reporting schedule must be determined in 
consultation with Martina Purdon (Manager, Regulatory Approvals and Information 
Management). Reporting is completed through the submission of an HR Application. The 
application must include the following: 

 Annual Reporting checklist (see attachment in this Appendix) 

 a list of all developments initiated during the reporting period (Excel spreadsheet); 

 development plans for each component included in the list; 

 GIS shapefiles (conforming to the spatial data requirements below). 

If no new developments occurred in the project area during the previous year, an Annual 
Report is still required to support tracking of the projects’ progress. In these instances, the 
Annual Report HR Application submission needs to include only the Annual Reporting 
checklist, marked to show that no new development has occurred during the reporting period. 

Spatial Data Instructions 

For projects where development has occurred during the annual reporting period, spatial data 
illustrating all new Development Components discussed in the Annual Report are required, 
and must meet the following requirements: 

 all Development Components included in the spatial data submission must be 

consistent with the Excel spreadsheet and development plan submissions and any 

other materials attached to the HR Application; 

 spatial data must be submitted as ESRI shapefiles or an ESRI feature class; 

 spatial data must use Alberta 10TM Forest11 projection and NAD 83 datum12; 

 spatial data must have descriptive attribute tables. The following fields are minimally 

required (although other fields desired by the proponent may be added): 

o Development Component Name 

 for example, “Well site A” 

o Development Component Type 

 for example, “Well Pad” or “Access Road” 

o Submitted in OPaC 
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 use “Yes” or “No” to indicate whether or not each component was 

submitted during the reporting period for review in an HR Application in 

OPaC 

o HR Application Number 

 If “Yes” is reported in the Submitted in OPaC field, use the HR Application 

Number field to indicate the number of the HR Application with which it is 

associated (format HR #########). 
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ANNUAL REPORTING CHECKLIST 

 

PROJECT NAME:  

PROJECT PROPONENT:  

  

HRMB PROJECT NO.:  

CONTACT NAME:  

CONTACT AFFILIATION:  

REPORTING PERIOD:  TO  

 

Did any project development activities occur since the last Annual Reporting Period? 
(check one) 
 

 NO 
If NO is checked, sign and date this form and attach it to the 
Historic Resources Application that will be submitted to fulfill 
Annual Reporting requirements. No further information is 
necessary. 

 YES 
If YES is checked, sign and date this form and attach it and all 
data identified in the checklist below to the Historic Resources 
Application that will be submitted to fulfill Annual Reporting 
requirements. 

 

Data requirement submission checklist: 
 

 Excel spreadsheet of all new Development Components. 

 Plans for each listed new Development Component. 

 
ESRI shapefile or ESRI feature class of each listed Development 
Component. 

 

SIGNATURE: 
 

DATE: 
 

 



  Figure 1:  COMPLEX PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS (Archaeology)
Project Initiation Phase

NOTE: Green shading denotes CMSW response required.

Proponent determines whether project is 
COMPLEX or ROUTINE

based on Project Characteristics

Does the Project have two or more of these Characteristics?

1.  Is the Project composed of multiple Development Components?
2.  Will the Project be completed over a number of phases?
3.  Will Project development exceed one year?
4.  Will the Project be subject to a provincial or federal Environmental Assessment review process?

Project is 
COMPLEX

CMSW fully agrees

Proceed to standard
HISTORIC RESOURCES 

APPLICATION REVIEW process

Project is 
ROUTINE

Using the HISTORICAL RESOURCES ACT REQUIREMENT LETTER,
the Archaeological Consultant applies for an

Archaeological Permit to conduct
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES BASELINE ASSESSMENT

Proponent engages Consultant in creation of 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY MODEL

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY MODEL
and Statement of Justification are submitted to 

CMSW in HR Application via OPaC

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES BASELINE ASSESSMENT
field program is proposed;

a Research Design and Statement of Justification are 
submitted to CMSW in HR Application via OPaC

NO 

YES

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
BASELINE ASSESSMENT field 

program is completed

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES BASELINE ASSESSMENT permit 
report and revised ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY MODEL

are submitted to CMSW for review

CMSW employs ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY 
MODEL in the creation of a HISTORICAL 

RESOURCES NOTIFICATION AREA

Preliminary ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY MODEL is 
revised, 

based on results of
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES BASELINE 

Does sufficient information 
exist to fully interpret the 
development landscape's 
archaeological potential?

CMSW reviews submission in relation to:

(1) Sufficiency of existing information to create an acceptable ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY MODEL; and
(2) Research Design of proposed ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES BASELINE ASSESSMENT

CMSW issues
HISTORICAL RESOURCES ACT 

REQUIREMENT LETTER
supporting proposal for 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
BASELINE ASSESSMENT field program

CMSW makes alterations to Research 
Design  before issuing

HISTORICAL RESOURCES ACT 
REQUIREMENT LETTER

defining requirements for 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

BASELINE ASSESSMENT field program

CMSW partially agrees 

CMSW reviews submission

CMSW requires
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

BASELINE ASSESSMENT;  
requirements are defined in
HISTORICAL RESOURCES ACT 

REQUIREMENT LETTER 

CMSW agrees CMSW disagrees

CMSW accepts
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY MODEL

CMSW determines that sufficient 
information exists and that no 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

BASELINE ASSESSMENT field 
program is required;

CMSW proceeds to review of 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY 

MODEL

CMSW fully disagrees

CMSW agrees that insufficient information exists 
and agrees with the Research Design proposed

CMSW agrees that insufficient information exists 
but disagrees with the Research Design proposed

CMSW disagrees that insufficient information exists 
and disagrees with the Research Design proposed

NOProponent defines
DEVELOPABLE AREA

YES

YES 



Figure 2:  COMPLEX PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS (Archaeology)

Project Pre-Construction Phase

NOTE: Green shading denotes CMSW response required.

NOTE: The DEVELOPMENT FOOTPRINT is defined as a subset of the DEVELOPABLE

 AREA and is considered to be the full extent of the anticipated surface and

subsurface disturbance that will occur as the result of a planned development.

DEVELOPMENT FOOTPRINTS are informed by the presence of detailed

development plans.
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